RLFANS.COM
Advertising on RLFANS.COM in 2018
Give RLFANS.COM a ‘try’ and we’ll ‘convert’ your advert into sales
RLFANS.COM is the largest and most visited Rugby League website in the World. But don’t just take our
word for it, let our ‘Google Audited’ statistics for the ten months from January to November 2017 speak
for themselves.
Where else can you buy this amount of publicity at such
reasonable rates?
We are now actively seeking new partners who have identified
rugby league as the ideal market place for improving the
promotion of their brand, or the ideal place to find new
customers.
Would you like to join the likes of the Rugby Football League,
Premier Sports, and Catalan Sports Tours and get access to our
massive user base?
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And you can feel good about your sponsorship too as we also regularly support rugby league charities
and good causes and these have recently included; Joining Jack, Steve Prescott Foundation, tryAssist, and
a number of start-up and established clubs.
Advertising with us starts from as little as £250 per annum, and a site-wide side top banner advert can
cost as little as £500 per annum, less than the cost of a decent daily cup of coffee.
Advertisement

Cost per
Year

Specification

Top Left Banner
Advertisement

£ 500

A 300x125 pixel
advertisement
shown 1 in 20

Single Height Side
Banner
Advertisement

£ 250

A 141x60 pixel
advertisement

Double Height Side
Banner
Advertisement

£ 400

A 141x120 pixel
advertisement

Quadruple Height
Side Banner
Advertisement

£ 700

A 141x240 pixel
advertisement

Our existing advertisers come back to us year
after year, and some have based their
businesses around the revenue which
RLFANS.COM generates for them.
So whatever you want to sell to the rugby
league community, give RLFANS.COM a ‘try’
and we’ll ‘convert’ your advert into sales.
Advertising with us couldn’t be simpler. All we
need is your advert (by e-mail), the URL to
which you wish to link, and an address for us
to invoice. Payment can be made monthly by
bank transfer, allowing you to spread the cost
over the full twelve months.

For advertising that really works, trust the team at RLFANS.COM
For more details, or to discuss getting your advert live on RLFANS.COM, please e-mail;
paul.coward@rlfans.com

